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Welcome to your new travel companion, our 2024 Adventurer 
Enjoy the freedom and possibilities of an all-terrain four-wheel drive vehicle without sacrificing the luxury and 
convenience of a motorhome. Let us convince you of our SUV-Travel Trailer combination:  

With this team you benefit from the economy of a passenger car and can save up to 30% in fuel costs over the 
entire trip compared to a motorhome.  

Want to bring your own car? Of course you can also rent just the travel trailer! 

Leave your home on wheels at the campsite during the day and use the four-wheel drive to explore areas that 
have seemed inaccessible to you with a motorhome.  

In the travel trailer itself, on the other hand, you will find all the comforts and amenities of a motorhome and do 
not have to make any compromises. Enough space to travel comfortably and conveniently, but compact 
enough for the tightest roads and campgrounds. With this layout and an overall length of less than 23 feet, you 
get a very handy as well as maneuverable trailer due to the well thought-out room layout and still enough 
space for up to 7 people.  

As with our motorhomes, we do not use slide-outs on our trailer, simply because the floor plans with slide are 
often poorly usable in the retracted state and the heavy mechanics are also at the expense of fuel consumption. 
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The living area: 
In the front area you will find a comfortable sofa which can be folded in for the night, the Queen-Murphy Bed 
hidden in the wall can then simply be folded out on this surface. You do not need the sofa - then simply leave 
the bed folded out, the access to the vehicle is in no way impaired.  

In addition to the queen bed in the front, there is a comfortable and spacious bunk double-bed in the rear of 
the vehicle with two mattresses. This sleeping area can be well separated with a curtain and offers you, should 
you not need all these beds, also very much and easily accessible storage space. In addition, the seating area 
can be converted into a bed.  

The kitchen has a large stainless steel sink and a large refrigerator with separate freezer compartment. For 
cooking you will find a microwave and a three burner gas stove as well as a baking oven.  

To keep a cool head even in the heat of the desert summer, an electrical awning and a powerful roof air 
conditioner are available for you. With the optional power generator you can operate them even on the farmost 
remote campgrounds.

Bathroom: 
The spacious bathroom offers a toilet and sink with mirror cabinet on top you will also find a separate shower 
with deep shower tray, in which you can bathe your little ones if necessary.
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Technical data of the vehicle: 
Jeep Grand Cherokee Trailhawk V6, 3,2 L    Lenght trailer:  24’5“  
271 horsepower, Automatic transmission   Length overall:  40’  
23 gallons fuel tank       Height:   11’4“ 
Air condition and  cruise control     Width:    96“   
Bluetooth-Radio with rear camera and Apple CarPlay  Interior height:   6’8“  
5 Seatbelts 

Equipment of the travel trailer: 
Sleeps up to 7 people    
Absorption refrigerator with electric or  
propane gas operation      13 ft. electrical awning 
Microwave       3 burner cooktop and oven 
200W solar power system for self-sufficient camping  Separate air conditioner for living room  
84 gallons fresh water      6 gallons water heater 
38 gallons gray water      38 gallons black water  
           

Graner Motorhome Rentals  
4540 South Arville Street  
Las Vegas NV 89103
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